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Overview:
In this study, we generated genome sequence of a rare 'super-white' white-throated sparrow homozygous for a rearrangement on chromosome two (ZAL2 m /ZAL2 m ) (1). Prior to our work, Tuttle et al. (2) published the genome sequence of a tan individual (homozygous for ZAL2).
Because of the homozygosity of both of these individuals, we could use both data sets to confidently identify ZAL2 m -specific substitutions.
To investigate genetic divergence between the rearranged regions of ZAL2 and ZAL2 m , we first classified ZAL2-linked tan scaffolds utilizing multiple lines of evidence (including, for example, mapping tan scaffolds to the zebra finch chromosome that is homologous to ZAL2/2 m ). This step improved the previous available list of ZAL2-linked scaffolds by identifying some previously unidentified ZAL2-linked scaffolds and eliminating an erroneous assignment (see below, 'Identification of scaffolds on the second chromosome'). We then mapped our newly generated sequence reads from the super-white to the tan scaffolds. To confidently identify substitutions that distinguish the ZAL2 and ZAL2 m chromosomes, we used the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) to call variants in the available genome sequence data and in RNA-seq data published by Zinzow-Kramer et al. (3) . Additionally, we investigated morph-biased and allele-specific expression patterns using this RNA-Seq data from multiple tan and white birds. We identified many genes with differential expression using DESeq2 (4) .
Sequencing. We sequenced a super-white bird homozygous for the rearrangement (ZAL2 m /ZAL2 m ) (1). High molecular weight genomic DNA was extracted from liver and sequenced using HiSeq2500 at the Roy Carver Genome Center of the University of Illinois. Approximately 240 million reads of 150 bps were generated, which are available in the SRA database (SRA accession number: SRR4191732).
Identification of scaffolds on the second chromosome. Genomic scaffolds from a tan bird
were recently published by Tuttle et al. (2) . These data are available in NCBI (GCF_000385455.1). To confidently identify scaffolds that originate from the second chromosome of white throated sparrows, we mapped those scaffolds onto that of the zebra finch using LASTZ 1.03.73 (5) (parameters: --step=20 --chain --gfextend --gapped --traceback=2000M --ydrop=300400 --identity=85 --matchcount=1000), with additional parameters of >30% coverage for scaffolds longer than 10kbps and >80% coverage for scaffolds shorter than 10kbps. These cutoff criteria were selected to avoid scaffolds that mapped to ZAL2 due to partial mapping to repetitive sequences (6), on the basis of the coverage% distribution across scaffolds ( Fig. S8 ).
We identified ZAL2 scaffolds using homology to the corresponding zebra finch chromosome (commonly referred to as TGU3 due to its homology to chicken chromosome 3 (7) ), previous fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) studies (2, 8, 9) , as well as homology with two other passerine birds with chromosome-level assemblies, collared flycatcher (Ficedula albicollis) and great tit (Parus major) (10, 11) . Following these procedures, we identified 56 scaffolds on the ZAL2 chromosome (Table S1 ).
Compared with the results of Tuttle et al. (2) , our results included 19 additional ZAL2 scaffolds (corresponding to ~25Mb) that were previously unrecognized as linked to this chromosome. In addition, we excluded a ~45Mb scaffold (NW_005081536.1) that had been denoted as residing on a non-rearranged portion of the ZAL2 (2) . Regions homologous to this scaffold were found on a different chromosome in zebra finch, collared flycatcher and great tit, making it unlikely that it has moved to ZAL2 in Z. albicollis given the well-conserved chromosomal homology in birds (7, 11, 12) . FISH studies also previously showed that regions outside of the rearrangement on chromosome two are only ~10Mbs in length (8, 9) .
Genetic divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2 m from genome sequences and RNA-seq data.
We then called variants (SNPs and indels) that distinguish ZAL2 and ZAL2 m sequences by following the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) best practices for variant calling in genome sequencing data (13) (14) (15) . First, super-white reads from whole-genome sequencing were aligned to the reference genome from a tan bird (2) using BWA 0.7.12 (16) . GATK 3.4 was used to call variants (the variant call data are available at Figshare DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5716039), and those variants with quality lower than 30 or read depth less than 5 were excluded. We then used a sliding window approach to calculate short indel frequencies and dXY following Jukes-Cantor correction (17) .
We also called variants from available transcriptome data from the hypothalamus and nucleus taeniae of nine tan and 11 white individuals (3) following the GATK best practices for variant calling in RNA-seq data (13) (14) (15) ( 
Scaffolds inside versus outside the rearrangement. Scaffolds residing inside versus outside
the rearrangement were identified on the basis of distinctive patterns of genetic divergence.
Specifically, the distributions of dXY and FST were bimodal, categorized as 'high' or 'low' dXY or FST ( Fig. S9 ). Scaffolds with high dXY, high FST and putatively fixed differences were designated as 'confidently inside'. If only one of the two criteria were satisfied, the scaffolds were designated as 'likely inside'. Scaffolds were defined as 'confidently outside' if they had low dXY, low FST, and no putatively fixed differences, and one of the following two conditions was satisfied: either they were already shown to be outside the rearrangement (2, 8, 9) , or they shared homology with the homologous chromosome of two other passerine birds (F. albicollis and P. major) (10, 11) . Scaffolds that exhibited low dXY, low FST and an absence of putatively fixed differences, with no extra supporting evidence, were designated as 'likely outside'. We used only 'confidently inside' and 'confidently outside' scaffolds for the calculations shown in Fig. 1 C-E, but including 'likely inside' and 'likely outside' did not change the patterns (Fig. S1 ).
Analyses of protein coding sequences.
For each ZAL2-linked gene, we extracted the longest transcript and constructed the ZAL2 m version with the putatively fixed differences. Additionally, we downloaded all available genome annotations for 13 other avian species in the order of Passeriformes (the same order as the white-throated sparrow) from NCBI, and the tree for all 14 species were inferred from several avian phylogeny studies (18-21) ( Fig. S6 ). Each gene was aligned by MAFFT v7.245 (22) , low-quality alignment parts were trimmed by trimAl v1.4 (23) , and the codon alignment was constructed by PAL2NAL v14 (24) . We obtained codon alignments for a total of 800 genes. We calculated dN and dS for the ZAL2 and ZAL2 m branches with a free-ratio model using codeml from the PAML 4.8 package (25) . The Hon-New package (26) , which adopts the amino acid classification system that considers charge and polarity, was used to estimate rates of radical amino acid substitution (dR) and conservative amino acid substitution (dC).
To test for positive selection, a branch-site model was run with codeml in PAML, which was then compared with the null model following the simulation approach used by Nielsen et al. (27) .
Briefly, 10,000 random DNA sequence alignments with the same substitution parameters used in the null model were generated using Evolver (25) . The resulting empirical LRT distribution served as the null distribution of the test statistic, and the P-value was inferred from the empirical distribution of LRTs. Since incomplete lineage sorting may result in discordance between the gene trees and the species tree and therefore may prevent the identification of positively selected genes (PSGs), we constructed maximum-likelihood gene trees in MEGA7 (28) for the candidate PSGs from the previous step. We reran PAML using the gene trees.
Positively-selected functional categories were identified by first assigning genes according to the PANTHER Classification System version 10 (29) . For each category with more than 10 genes, the difference between the cumulative distributions of P for genes in the category, versus that of genes not in that category, was tested using a one-tailed Mann-Whitney U (MWU) test (30, 31) .
Gene expression.
We examined genes with morph-biased (TS≠WS) expression and allelespecific expression (ZAL2≠ZAL2 m ) patterns. To account for potential mapping bias towards the reference (ZAL2/ZAL2) genome caused by mismatches between ZAL2 and ZAL2 m , we Nmasked (32) putatively fixed differences in the reference. We additionally checked potential leftover bias by aligning whole-genome sequences from three white birds described by Tuttle et al.
(2) to this N-masked genome. ZAL2 and ZAL2 m alleles should have roughly equal coverage per site if mapping bias has been eliminated. Indeed, for all three white birds, we did not observe significant coverage bias towards the ZAL2 allele (see 'Examining mapping bias in the N-masked reference genome' and Fig. S7 ).
We mapped the aforementioned RNA-Seq data from nine tan and 10 white individuals (3) to the N-masked genome with STAR 2.4.1d under the 2-pass mode (33) . Only uniquely mapped reads were retained for further differential expression analysis. SNPsplit 0.3.3 (32) was run to assign reads to ZAL2 or ZAL2 m for the white samples and to filter out reads without fixed differences in the tan samples. Read counts per gene at the morph and allele level were calculated by htseqcount 0.9.1 (34) with '-s no -m intersection-nonempty'.
To detect morph-biased expression, we calculated size factors, normalized libraries with these factors, and then identified differential expression with 'design = ~ morph' in DESeq2 1.12.3 (4).
To detect allele-specific expression, we normalized libraries with the size factors generated in the previous step, and identified differential expression with 'design = ~ allele + sample' in DESeq2.
Only genes with average expression levels ('baseMean' in the DESeq2 output) higher than 5 at the morph level were retained for later analysis (809 genes for the hypothalamus and 806 for nucleus taeniae). All differential expression data can be accessed through Figshare and a scaffold N50 of 32,876bp. The total assembly size is 1.01 Gbps, which is close to the estimated genome size of the white-throated sparrow (2) . This Whole Genome Shotgun project has been deposited at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the accession PKOH00000000. The version described in this paper is version PKOH01000000. We aligned the newly generated super-white assembly to the tan reference genome using LASTZ with the aforementioned parameters. We found no evidence of deletion of exons and/or large (> 50bps) indels.
Annotation of repetitive sequences. We used both de novo and homology-based approaches to annotate repetitive sequences in the tan and super-white assemblies. First, both genomes were annotated with RepeatModeler 1.0.8 (37) . The generated de novo library was merged with the avian RepeatMasker library (20150807 version) (38) . Then, RepeatMasker 4.0.6 was used to annotate both genomes on the basis of homology with repeats in the merged library (parameters:
-xsmall -s -nolow -norna -nocut). According to these analyses, the identified repeat content was highly similar on ZAL2 and ZAL2 m , 7.11% and 7.38% respectively (Table S5 ). However, since the super-white genome assembly is more fragmented than the reference, the repeat content might be underestimated on ZAL2 m .
Examining mapping bias in the N-masked reference genome. We examined potential leftover mapping bias by aligning whole-genome sequences of three white birds (Sample IDs: 10_083, respectively. Across putative fixed differences, we observed roughly equal per base coverage between ZAL2 and ZAL2 m (Fig. S7 ), suggesting mapping bias was significantly eliminated using the SNP N-masking approach. Fig. S1 . A similar divergence pattern is found using a less conservative approach. (Table 1) . Mann-Whitney U test, ***:P < 0.001. Using FDR-corrected Q values yielded similar results (Fig. S5) . (Table 1) .
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